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The application from which it arose, semigroup perturbation theory, directed 
attention principally to strongly accretive operators Re( Ax, X) > m1lxl1’, 
m > 0, and I will maintain that emphasis here, although it is not necessary to 
do so. Shortly thereafter I called cos A the first untieigenvalue l,(A). More 
generally I defined higher antieigenvalues 
/Q(A) = inf 
Re( A3c, X) 
11 Arll It xl/ ’ 
x # 0, Ax f 0, 
IED 
xib I,..., Xk_,) 
where the xk were all antieigenvectors for the preceding antieigenvalues. By 
this variational characterization the higher antieigenvalues are well defined 
provided that it is assumed that all previous antieigenvalues are actually 
attained by all of their corresponding antieigenvectors, so that we may speak 
of them. This analogy with the variational characterization of eigenvalues is 
quite natural, but one of the conclusions of this paper is that there are other 
formulations of higher antieigenvalues which are perhaps more useful (see 
Section 6). 
In the meantime I had found the other entity of principal interest for 
these considerations, 
vl( A) = min(lcA - 111. 
E 
This quantity becomes more interesting when it is seen that 
vl( A) = sin A 
for all strongly accretive operators A on a Hilbert space, where sin A is 
defined by 
sin A = \/l - co? A . 
Earlier I had called the entity V,(A) by the notation g.,(A). 
In Section 2, I will give a (very) brief history of antieigenvalues and the 
previous theory for them as I am aware of it. In Section 3, I will present two 
contributions to this theory made by Chandler Davis. In Section 4, I will 
revisit the variational formulation for antieigenvalues, which I never fully 
worked out before. In Section 5, I will give a new geometrical interpretation 
of convergence rates in numerical descent algorithms, in terms of antieigen- 
values. Some examples and important concluding remarks in Section 6 
complete the paper. 
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As will be evident, one can define a theory of antieigenvalues and their 
corresponding antieigenvectors to the generality of operators in a Banach 
space. by use of semi-inner products there, and indeed one could generalize 
further to topological vector spaces, using duality appropriately. However, 
for brevity and simplicity, and because many questions remain already at the 
Hilbert space level, this paper will assume bounded operators on a Hilbert 
space. 
2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF ANTIEIGENVALUES 
In [I] I introduced the notion of the angle of an operator A, in terms of 
its cosine. My principal interest was not in the operator angle +(A), nor in its 
cosine cos A, but rather in their use in the Hille-Yosida-Lumer-Phillips 
operator semigroup theory. See [l-lo]. However, at the Los Angeles Inequal- 
ities Symposium in 1969 (see [S]) I introduced the name antieigenGalues for 
these cosines, to indicate their intrinsic interest as entities in their own right. 
By this I mean that, inasmuch as eigenvalues are measures of the amount of 
dilation a matrix A induces in those directions which are not turned, namely 
the eigenvectors, then the antieigenvalues are measures of the amount of 
rotation of matrix A induces in those directions which are turned the most, 
namely, the antieigenvectors. There, I left the matter. 
Shortly afterward, there were three outside investigations related to these 
quantities. 
M. G. Krein [ll] introduced a notion which he called the deviation of an 
operator A. It is easily seen that deviation(A) is the same as angle(A). 
Krein’s principal interest was also not in deviation(A) itself, but rather in (a 
different) operator semigroup theory. 
E. Asplund and V. Ptak [12] p roved a general minimux inequality for the 
exrpression ]K A + AB)x(]. This result generalizes the earlier minimax equality 
for the expression I]( I + hB)x]] that I announced in [4], and also generalizes 
a partial minimax result by S ei d man [13]. Asplund and P&k’s results show 
that unless one has inner product spaces, one in general obtains only a 
minimax inequality. 
P. Hess [14] extended our result [9] that cos A = 0 when A is an 
unbounded operator in a Hilbert space, to certain normed linear spaces 
possessing a bounded sesquilinear form. Hess used the notion of quasibound- 
edness of operators [I51 to provide a proof alternative to that which we have 
given in [9]. 
During this period, D. K. Rao and I turned briefly [16, 171 to the question 
of positive operator products, which comes out of the semigroup problems. 
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Our main contribution to the theory of antieigenvalues was to use total 
antieigenvalues Jcos A] and related quantities to get improved bounds on 
numerical ranges W( AR) of an operator product. 
The second epoch of interest in this theory, as far as I know, occurred due 
to the interest of Chandler Davis [IS]. Chandler invited me to Toronto in 
1981 to talk about these things, including his work [18], the work to appear by 
Mirman [I9], and the connection to the Kantorovich inequality [20]. 
Davis [18] extended the calculation of the first antieigenvalue /+ from 
positive self-adjoint operators A, which I had done earlier [l-d], to finite 
dimensional strictly accretive, normal operators A. He used an approach 
based upon his earlier theory of the shell of a Hilbert space operator [21, 221. 
I will comment further on his approach in Section 3 below. 
Mirman [19] took quite a different approach, at least on its surface, using 
interesting convexity techniques combined with the numerical range of an 
associated operator S = Re A + iA*A. He also addressed the question of the 
computation of the higher antieigenvalues pt for general strictly accretive 
operators A. 
Kantorovich’s positive definite Hermitian matrix inequality [20] I had 
been unaware of when I effectively rederived it for the more general case of 
arbitrary positive definite self-adjoint operators A. My proof is contained in 
[l, Corollary 4.41 and [2, L emma 1.31, in my formula for cos A. However, 
upon finding Krein’s paper [ll], I then realized the connection to Kan- 
torovich’s inequality, as it is explicitly pointed out (in an exponential form) in 
[ll], with acknowledgement to Y. L. Schmul’yan. 
During this period M. Seddigh’ m and I turned to the question of 
antieigenvalue calculation: see [23, 241. Th ere we find exact expressions for all 
of the antieigenvalues and total antieigenvalues, and the associated antieigen- 
vectors, for finite dimensional strongly accretive normal operators. Our 
methods are somewhat different from those of [18] and [19]; we use Lagrange 
multiplier methods in 1231 and diff erent convexity methods in [24]. As I will 
emphasize in Section 3, a main contribution from this period is one of 
Chandler’s observations, which contains the germ of our outlook in [23, 241. 
Then finally we come to the third epoch of interest, the present. Being 
invited to lecture [25] on inner product and convexity structures, I chose to 
return to possible connections between antieigenvalues and numerical analy- 
sis. I had commented on these possibilities much earlier, e.g., in [2], where it 
was clear that use of pL1 rather than the condition number K(A) = I] A(( (1 A-‘)\ 
could in some instances produce much sharper results. From my theory of 
antieigenvalues one obtains the beautiful result that quadratic gradient de- 
scent convergence rates are exactly that of sin A. I announced this result in 
[25] and will give some further implications in Section 5 here. 
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3. CHANDLER DAVIS’S TWO CONTRIBUTIONS 
Apart from his taking an interest in these entities, instilling and encourag- 
ing interest by others such as Mirman [I9], and reinforcing my own interest, I 
can see in Davis’s paper [18] two principal contributions to the theory of 
antieigenvalues. These are of course (1) his relating the antieigenvalues to the 
theory of the shell of an operator, but perhaps more important (2) his 
emphasis on looking at pairs of eigenvalues to estimate the antieigenvalue. In 
this section I would like to elaborate on these themes. 
According to Davis [21, 221, the shell s(A) of a Hilbert space operator A 
is the set of all values (t, 7, h) obtained from all 
e+ig= 
5xh, x> 
11~112 + llxl12 ’ 
h = lkl12 - llxl12 
IlAd” + llxl12 ’ 
x it 0. 
The set s(A) is a convex subset of the unit ball E2 + $ + h2 < 1, and in 
the finite dimensional case (the setting of [IS]) the intersection of s(A) with 
the unit sphere t2 + q2 + h2 = 1 corresponds exactly to eigenvectors x of 
A. The connection between the shells and the antieigenvalues is seen from 
from which 
Thus [18] 
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Notice that the total antieigenvalues can also be expressed in the same 
way in terms of the shell quantities, 
Notice also that we can express the real and imaginary antieigenvalues 
directly in terms of the shell variables 5 and 77 without mention of h: 
[=ir]= 
(Ax, x> 
]lAxII llnll + (IIAxll - 11~11)5’2 
These are general relations for arbitrary Hilbert space operators A which 
could provide further interesting connections between the shell theory and 
the antieigenvalue theory. As far as I know, the theory of the shell of A has 
not been further applied to the theory of antieigenvalues. 
Secondly, because the operators in [18] were finite dimensional strictly 
accretive normal operators, the shell s(A) was a convex polygon whose 
corners are generated by eigenvectors. Thus upper bounds for the first 
antieigenvalue /.~r could be given in terms of the sides of this polygon, and in 
particular for normal operators the exact value of p, would correspond to a 
pair of eigenvalues of A. 
Later [23, 241 we found exact expressions for all of the antieigenvalues 
and moreover the corresponding antieigenvectors for finite dimensional nor- 
mal operators. As mentioned above, different methods (i.e., not the shell 
methods) were employed. However, a germ in our thinking was that the 
antieigenvectors, relative to a natural basis for the operator, need have only 
two nonzero components. This corresponds to looking only at pairs of 
eigenvalues. We found that all total antieigenvectors for normal operators 
have only two nonzero components, and those components zi and zj satisfy 
where Ai and 5 are two eigenvalues of A. 
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4. REVISITING THE VARIATIONAL CHARACTERIZATION 
In [8] I casually mentioned that “the Euler equations for the antieigenval- 
ues are unfortunately nonlinear.” But I never elaborated, nor even finished 
the full derivation of the Euler equation of the antieigenvalue functional. Let 
us do so now. 
For simplicity let A be a strongly accretive bounded operator on a Hilbert 
space. We are interested in 
where M is some subspace of the Hilbert space. To find the Euler equation 
we consider the quantity 
Re(A(u + EW),U + 6~) 
(A(” + EE(;), A(u + EW))~‘~(U + EW,U + EW)“~ 
Re(Au, u) 
- 
(Au, Au)~‘~(u, u)~‘~ 
Let the expression on the right hand side be denoted R,(u, w, E). We have 
= [Re(Au,u) + 2eRe((Re A)u,w) + E’(Aw,w)] 
X (Au, Au)‘+u, u)“~ + D 
-[(Au, Au) + 26 Re( Au, Aw) + E’( Aw, AW)]~‘~ 
X [<u,u) + 2~ Re(u, w) + l 2(w,w)]“‘Re(Au,u) + D, 
where D is the common denominator 
D =( A(u + EW), A(u + 6~))~‘~ 
X (u + EW,U + ~w)~“(Au, Au)“~(u,u)? 
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At this point, in deriving the Euler equations for eigenvalues of a 
self-adjoint operator, one gets a fortuitous cancellation of the e-independent 
terms in the expression analogous to ER*(u, W, E), and the Euler equation 
immediately follows. Although that situation does not occur here, we may 
attempt to mimic it by expanding the two square root bracket expressions of 
the second numerator term, 
[(Au, Au) + r(#” = (Au, Au)"" + $( Au, Au)-"'x( 6) 
- +< Au, AU)-“‘“x2( E) + ... 
and 
[(u,u> + y( E)y = (u, u)“” + f<u, u)-J’2y( E) 
-a<,, u)-3’2yy E) + 5.. ) 
where X(E) and y(e) are the e-dependent terms, respectively, and where E 
is sufficiently small relative to ( Au, Au) and (u, u), respectively. Then we 
obtain (Au, Au)“~(u, u)l” Re( Au, u) term cancellations, from which 
ER~(U,W, e) = [2eRe((Re A)u,u;) +E~(AW,W)] 
X(Au, Au)1’2(~,~)1’2 tD 
- Re( Au, u) [(u, u)l’” r(c) + (Au, Au)‘%(e)] + D, 
where T(E) and S(E) denote the remainder terms in the square root series 
expansions above; to be specific, 
T(E) = +( Au, Au)-~‘~x(E) - $<Au, Au)-3’2X”(e) + . . . , 
.s( E) = i(u, u)-1’2y( E) - +<u, u)Y3'"y2( E) + -.*, 
where 
x( l ) = 2~ Re( Au, Au;) + l 2( Au;, Aw), 
y( l ) = 2~ Re(u,w) + E’(w,Iu). 
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We may now divide by E, from which 
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D*R,(u,w, E) = [2Re((Re A)u,w) + 4Aw,w)]llAullll~ll 
- Re(Au,u) [lIAulI’IlullRe(Au, Aw) + O(E)] 
- Re(Au,u)[llull~lIIAullRe(u,w) + O(C ]. 
Note also that by the above expansions 
D = [IIAull + O(E)] [Ilull + O( l )]llAull Ml --, II A~ll~ll~ll~ as E + 0. 
Thus in the E + 0 limit of R,(u, w, E), we arrive at 
2 Re((Re A)u, w)llA~l12114” 
dE.L -Re( Au, u> [Ilull” Re( Au, Aw) + ))Auj12 Re(u, w)] 
du; E=” = II AuII~IIu~I~ 
Setting this expression equal to zero yields 
211A~1121hl~2 Re((Re A)u, w> 
- Re(Au,u)[Ilull”Re(A*Au,w) +IlAull”Re(u,w)] =O 
for arbitrary w, and hence we have the Euler equation 
211Aul~211ul~2(Re A)u - llul12 Re( A u, u) A*Au - )(Au)(~ Re( Au, u) u = 0. 
As the antieigenvalues p are given by a homogeneous quotient, i.e., may be 
defined as a minimization over u in the unit sphere of the Hilbert space, we 
may write the Euler equation on the unit sphere as the operator equation 
211Aul12(Re A)” - Re(Au,u) [ A*A + II~uil”]u = 0. 
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This may be written in a “normalized” form as 
2(Re A)u A*Au 
Re(Au,u) 
-IJiluJ(‘-u=o. 
For a self-adjoint operator A this Euler equation becomes 
A’u 2Au 
( A’u, u> (Au,u) 
+u=o. 
Thus we have obtained 
THEOREM 4.1. The Euler equation for the antieigenvalue functional 
Re( Au, u) 
P(u) = II Au11 Ilull 
is 
211 Aull”((ul12( Re A)u - I(u~(~ Re( A u,u)A*Au - ((A~((~Re(Au,u)u = 0. 
5. ANTIEIGENVALUES AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
The method of steepest descent is one of the basic methods in optimiza- 
tion theory. In steepest descent (see, e.g., 1261) for the minimization of a 
function f, a basic algorithm is 
Xk+l = xk - ak[Vf(Xk)lT. 
If we restrict attention to the quadratic case, where 
(x, Ax) 
f(x) = 2 - Cx, b), 
where A is a symmetric positive definite matrix with eigenvalues 0 < m = 
A, < h, < 0.. < A, = M, then the point of minimum x* solves the linear 
system 
Ax” = b. 
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The algorithm for steepest descent is an important basic iterative method for 
numerically solving large linear systems. 
For the quadratic minimization, i.e., the linear solver problem Ax = b, 
the descent algorithm becomes 
11 YkJ12Yk 
Xk+l 
=xk - (Ayk, yk) 
where yk = Ax, - b is called the residual error. Letting 
EA(X) = lb -x*>? 4” -x*>j cx*, Ax*) 
2 =f(x) + 2 
measure the error in the iterates, one has the error bound [26] 
But in terms of h, = m and h, = M and the first antieigenvalue, this 
becomes 
= (1 - co? A)E,(x,) 
= (sin’ A)E,( xk). 
Thus the error rate of the method, in the AlI2 norm E,(x)l’“, is exactly 
sin A. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM [25]. In quadratic steepest descent, for any initial point x0, 
there holds at every step k 
EA(~k+l) < (sin2 A)EA(xk). 
We may interpret this result geometrically as follows. The first antieigen- 
value k,(A) = cos A measures the maximum turning capability of A. Thus 
the angle c#J,( A) is a fundamental constraint on iterative methods involving A. 
Steepest descent does a good job, but cannot converge faster than the 
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maximal distance from x to Ax, which is represented trigonometrically after 
normalization by the quantity sin A. 
Steepest descent algorithms are sometimes slow to converge. By contrast, 
conjugate gradient methods have the advantage of converging, if one ignores 
roundoff, in N iterations, for an N X N symmetric positive definite matrix 
A. Similarly to the theory for steepest descent, one can show that in the A 
inner product error measure 
EA(X) = ((x -x*1> A(” -x*>) 
2 
the conjugate gradient error rate is governed by (see [26]) 
for any initial guess x0. Remembering that the condition number K(A) = 
M/m, we may rewrite this as 
lx0 - x*lIA, 
from which 
THEOREM [27]. For A a positive definite symmetric matrix, for any 
initial guess x0, the conjugate gradient iterates xk converge to the solution x* 
of 
AX=h 
with error rate 
Proof. We refer to the above discussion and the fact that the spectrum 
u(A”~) = [a(A)] r/’ b the spectral mapping theorem. y Recall that for 
self-adjoint T one knows that sin T = (M, - mT)/( M, + mT>. n 
Let us conclude this section by giving a reformulation of this type of 
result in terms of relative convergence rates which show the role of the first 
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antieigenvalue directly. Let 
be called the relative RMS convergence rate, for some given norm Ilx(I. This 
measures the relative order of improvement of successive approximate solu- 
tions given by an iterative algorithm. Then we have 
THEOREM 5.1. Quadratic steepest descent has relative RMS convergence 
rate bounded below by pLL1( A) in the A”’ norm, where pul( A) is the jkst 
antieigenvalue of A. 
Proof. In steepest descent we know from above that 
Thus 
A numerical example illustrating such convergence rates will be given in 
the next section. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES AND CONCLUDlNG REMARKS 
Consider the simple example 
As cos A = 2&&(M + m) f or self-adjoint operators, we have cos A = 
2fi/3 = 0.9428090416, and for the angle of A we have 4(A) = 
19.47122063”. The value of sin A can be obtained directly via min,(l eA - III 
= min, max{l - em, EM - l}, the latter two lines intersecting at E,,,~~ = t 
to provide sin A = 5. 
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Steepest descent will be done on this example below. 
Consider next the simple example 
9 0 
*= 0 16’ [ 1 
By the analysis of [24] we know that all antieigenvectors are of the form 
where i and j index all 
first antieigenvector is 
i 
+y fi 1 &cy-TxJ~ ’ 
eigenvalues. In this example one quickly sees that a 
x1 = (-$, ;). 
It is turned by A by an angle +(A) = 16.26020471” according to 
(Ax,, x,) 2(122) 24 
IIAr,ll =52=12 
= cos A = /+( A) = 0.96. 
If one takes second antieigenvectors to be orthogonal to first antieigenvectors, 
one sees that necessarily 
which is turned by A by an angle &(A) = 13.99623243”, according to 
(A-x2, X2) = (3)(27) + (4)(64) = o g703116321 
11 *x,11 J@jc-g * * 
However, note that if we do not require orthogonality, we find that 
also gives us pi(A) = 0.96. 
As our last example, we turn next to the connection between the first 
antieigenvalue of A and convergence rates for numerical algorithms. Let us 
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illustrate by applying steepest descent to the first example above. Specifically, 
let us solve 
AX=h 
The solution 
x *= 
1 ( 1 0.5 
is sought, starting from a first guess 
0 
xo= 0’( 1 
Here are the results, to five iterations: 
1st camp. 2nd camp. E,(x,) I-%( %I 
0 0 
0.6667 0.6667 0.08333 0.94868 
0.8889 0.4444 0.00926 0.94868 
0.963 0.5185 0.00103 0.94653 
0.9877 0.4938 0.00011 0.94868 
0.9959 0.5021 0.00001 0.94842 
Here puI(x,) = (Ax,, x,,)/lIAx,II llx,lI measures the angle of each iteration. 
Notice how close the /..~i(x,) are to /+(A). 
I would like to conclude with some remarks about the status of the 
theory. 
REMARK 6.1. A rather complete survey of all previous results in operator 
trigonometry, in which the role of the first antieigenvalue pi is a central one, 
is given in [27]. In particular, the reader will find more complete treatments 
of the results of [l-lo, 17, 23-251, i.e., of our earlier contributions to the 
operator trigonometry theory. However, the emphasis in [27] is on connec- 
tions to the theory of the numerical range of operators, and on the earlier 
work. Here the results are new, and thus this paper extends [27]. 
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In like vein, in a following third paper [28], I will elaborate some of the 
issues raised in the following remarks, which should be regarded as incom- 
plete and preliminary but important consequences of the results of our 
findings in the present paper. 
REMARK 6.2. As illustrated by the second example above, generally, 
changing the signs of one of the components of the antieigenvectors-espe- 
cially in the case of only two nonzero components, as in the case of A 
self-adjoint or normal-yields another linearly independent antieigenvector. 
Thus one should think of pairs of linearly independent, generally nonorthogo- 
nal antieigenvectors generally occurring for each antieigenvalue whenever the 
dimension of the space permits (e.g., is even). The span of these two first 
antieigenvectors is, of course, not an antieigenvector. In this way the theory 
differs significantly from that of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
As a result, the notion of higher antieigenvectors being orthogonal to the 
preceding ones should be reconsidered. From what we have learned about 
the structure of the antieigenvectors of self-adjoint and normal operators, and 
in view of the potential use in numerical analysis, the following alternative 
formulation of the higher antieigenvalue theory is attractive. From the set of 
eigenvectors of A (let us assume it is complete, for simplicity), a certain 
selection (e.g., two of them) will yield the first antieigenvalue, the maximal 
turning angle of A, and a pair of associated first antieigenvectors. One then 
defines the next antieigenvalue, and associated pair of antieigenvectors, by 
deleting one or both of the first antieigenvector pair from the set of 
eigenvectors and minimizing the antieigenvalue functional as before, over the 
span of the deleted eigenvector set. Proceeding in this fashion, we see that 
the higher antieigenvalue theory is constructed in combinatorial, rather than 
orthogonal, fashion. In some cases, e.g., the self-adjoint one, where we know 
now the nature of the antieigenvectors, one can dispense with the variational 
characterization entirely, and simply define combinatorially a sequence of 
higher antieigenvalues, corresponding (smaller and smaller) critical turning 
angles, and corresponding antieigenvector pairs. In applications, e.g., to 
numerical analysis, one may find that the restriction to pairs should be 
relaxed to more general combinations of eigenvectors. 
REMARK 6.3. There are a number of interesting issues arising from the 
Euler equation of Section 4. These will be explored in a later paper [28]. An 
important fact is that the Euler equation is satisfied not only by the first 
antieigenvectors but also by all of the eigenvectors of A. Thus this theory is a 
significant extension of the Rayleigh-Ritz theory. 
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REMARK 6.4. As mentioned earlier, the idea in connecting antieigenval- 
ues to numerical analysis is to think of antieigenvalues as a new type of 
condition number. Recall that the usual condition number is 
K(A) = IIAII IIA-‘II = Amax/‘hmin 
when the norms are attained by eigenvalues. In this connection let us recall 
that in finite element theory one calls 
A,,, + Amin = overall stiffness, 
h,,, - Amin = spread. 
Thus for positive symmetric A, and perhaps more generally, we may regard 
the antieigenvalue entities sin A and cos A as 
sin A = spread/stiffness, 
cos A = 
average geometric stiffness 
average arithmetic stiffness 
and therefore as angular condition numbers measuring a structural rigidity of 
a matrix A. 
Note that as &J(A) is continuous in A, we may expect some nice stability, 
under perturbation of A, of these angular condition numbers. 
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